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A lamp collection that 
elegantly unites the 
new and the old
Normann Copenhagen launches its new lamp 
collection, Cellu, comprising both a table lamp 
design and an enlarged floor lamp variant. 
The design is particularly characterized by its 
eye-catching proportions and classic references.
The Cellu Lamp collection is a modern 
interpretation of  the classic folded paper lampshade. 
The design has been brought into the present-day 
aesthetic with its PVC shade for enhanced durability, 
resting on a powder-coated aluminum column and 
powder-coated steel base, both designed with a 
distinctive, robust expression.
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The shade reveals clear references to the iconic 
pleated lampshades, an element that has been 
preserved while infusing the overall design with a 
contemporary, updated aesthetic that complements 
modern interiors. The base possesses a remarkably 
distinctive, enlarged expression, further emphasized 
by the striking and playful color combinations 
of  the powder coating. Thus, Cellu is an evident 
fusion of  the new and the old, beautifully composed 
in a design that draws references to both classic 
craftsmanship and new, modern design principles.
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Colors: Table Lamp: White, Cream, Light Green and Light Blue, Floor Lamp: White, Sand and Grey.

Material: Lamp shade: PVC, Body stand: Aluminum, Base: Steel 

Dimensions: Table Lamp: H: 35 x Ø27 cm, Floor Lamp: H: 168,5 x Ø49,5 cm

Price: Click here to see the pricelist in all currencies 

Cellu Table Lamp
White

Cellu Floor Lamp
White

Cellu Floor Lamp
Sand

Cellu Floor Lamp
Grey

Cellu Table Lamp
Cream

Cellu Table Lamp
Light Green

Cellu Table Lamp
Light Blue

https://bit.ly/464v9HY
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Press Info
For high resolution images and press releases  

for all products and events in English,  
German, French, Italian and Danish go to 

normann-copenhagen.presscloud.com 

For further information or loan requests 
for editorial photoshoots please contact 

Anna Willerslev
PR & Social Media Manager

anna@normann-copenhagen.com

Connecting People and Spaces

Since Normann Copenhagen’s foundation in 1999,  
our ambition has been to challenge conventional  
thinking and make the ordinary extraordinary  

through great design. By combining the craftsmanship, 
functionality and endurance characterized by our Danish 

design heritage with modern silhouettes and durable  
materials, we aim to create original products in a  

contemporary design that withstand the test of  time.  
We believe in uniting people and spaces across the world 
and improving the quality of  people’s lives through the 

power of  great design. Our products combine  
functionality and design and accommodate the diversity 

of  needs of  modern life in residential and  
professional interiors alike. 
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